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Along with the〝On the handling of exclusion of illegal evidence in criminal 
cases the provisions of a number of issues〞(The following abbreviation:〝the 
exclusion of illegal evidence〞) issued, illegal evidence exclusion rules official 
judicial practice, but for the illegal evidence is lack of specific standards of judicial 
identification. At this stage due to various subjective and objective factors , on the 
illegal evidence in judicial cognizance of various problems exist. This paper from the 
judicial present situation, as the basis of existing law to solve in judicial application 
operating illegal evidence problems . 
The first chapter is the exclusionary rule of illegal evidence. From the legitimacy 
of evidence attribute of the illegal evidence, defined by a particular judicial subject to 
illegal means or violation of legal procedures by means of infringement of the 
legitimate rights of others income evidence, and according to the forms into illegal 
words evidence and illegal evidence. 
The second chapter is the judicial cognizance of illegal words evidence. In order 
to illegal means and the violation of legal procedure classification illegal words 
evidence, the judicial recognition of the problems: the difficulty of identifying 
repeated torture to extract confessions, Confessions of effectiveness of uncertain; 
threatening, luring, deception and other illegal means and investigative strategy fuzzy 
boundaries; violation of legal procedures yielded evidence ability insufficient legal 
basis, causing some evidence of the ability of unknown. 
The third chapter is illegal physical evidence of the judicial cognizance. Taking 
〝Illegal evidence exclusion rules〞and 〝Criminal Procedure Law〞revised 2012 
as the angle of view, elaborate legislation concerning illegal physical evidence of the 
judicial identified only for general provisions, the lack of specific rules, resulting in 
the judicial application to identify illegal physical evidence of the three conditions is 
difficult to implement. 
The fourth chapter is the illegal evidence of judicial problems and improvement. 
Aiming at the mentioned illegal speech evidence and illegal evidence in judicial 
determination problems, the solutions are as follows: One is based on the existing law 














legal principle, complemented by society in general, standard of judgment and 
experience. Two is the perfect legislation system to assist the implementation of a 
number of illegal evidence, judicial identification as the starting point. 
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